In this study, effects of holding in liquid nitrogen and cryogenic methods applied onto the SAE 4140 steel were empirically investigated. In this context, austempering, holding in liquid nitrogen, the conventional cryogenic process and tempering processes were applied in different orders and combinations. The temperature of the samples to be tempered in liquid nitrogen was decreased from room temperature to ~196 °C at the average rate of 1.6 °C/min and held at this temperature for 24 h. The temperature of the samples to undergo the traditional cryogenic process was decreased from room temperature to ~140 °C at a constant rate of 2 °C/min and held at this temperature for 24 h. A after a microhardness analysis and tensile tests, it was observed that the toughness was increased without the hardness being changed during both cooling processes carried out after austempering processes. The most obvious improvement in terms of toughness was observed on the samples, to which austempering was applied, exhibiting an increase of 32.83 %, followed by the samples undergoing the cryogenic process and, lastly, the ones undergoing the tempering process. The largest increase in the tensile strength also occurred in the samples subjected to austempering, exhibiting a 66 N/mm² improvement. In terms of the properties investigated during this study, it was seen that the process of holding steel in liquid nitrogen could constitute an alternative to the cryogenic process using different rates.
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In the 1950s, tool manufacturers tried the process of austempering in liquid nitrogen, which contains and it can demonstrate high toughness under certain loads following the austempering process. The SAE 4140 steel can provide mechanical properties such as strength, hardness and toughness under suitable heat-treatment conditions. The AISI 4100 grade steels are also called low-alloy structural steels, forged steels, medium-carbon steels and alloy steels. These steels are used for crankshafts, axle shafts and sleeves, spline shafts, gear wheels, cold-drawn shafts and rods, machine steels, springs, turbine engines, brake rings and levers of turbo generators, chains and anchors of ships, railway wheels and shafts, starter gears and many other parts.

In the 1950s, tool manufacturers tried the process of immersing and holding tools in liquid nitrogen, which was the starting point of the cryogenic process, a new-generation heat-treatment method. However, this method resulted in damage to the tools due to thermal shocks.
Thus, more effective and controlled techniques were developed, including programmable temperature controllers to reduce the likelihood of a thermal shock, a solenoid valve to control the flow of liquid nitrogen, and a thermocouple to display the temperature of the workpiece; thus, cryogenic processing systems used today were formed.

A cryogenic process, widely used in recent years, is a heat-treatment process applied to strengthen the mechanical properties of materials. A cryogenic process has many application areas from space research to food transportation. Similarly, it can modify cutting-tool tips, carburization and cementation steels used for gears, HSS steels and AISI 4340 steels by increasing the resistance to cracking, tool life, hardness, resistance to wear and tear and fatigue strength.

From the research reported on in the literature, it is seen that the effects of the process of holding steel in liquid nitrogen or cryogenic process on the mechanical properties of the SAE 4140 steel have not been investigated. Any improvement to the SAE 4140 steel, having a wide area of use in the production of important mechanisms in the industry such as rail steel and gears, and transmission mills in particular, would provide significant advantages for industrial applications.

The process of holding in liquid nitrogen aims at simplifying the cryogenic process, turning it into a heat-treatment method that is more accessible. Thus, mid-scale enterprises would be able to organise this process within their organisations with smaller investments and this process would be popularised. With this purpose in mind, the effects of the process of holding in liquid nitrogen (HPLN) and the cryogenic process (CP) on the mechanical properties of the SAE 4140 steel were investigated individually in this study. This is a pioneering study. XRD analyses of the crystallographic structures obtained with the HPLN and CP processes were also made.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

SAE 4140 steel bars, 12 mm in diameter and 6 m in length, were used in the study. The samples taken from these bars were first chemically analysed. In the wake of the analyses, it was noticed that the material was 42CrMo4 (SAE 4140) and the bars used were of the same batch (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Chemical compositions of SAE 4140 samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Element</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Si</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Mn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Cr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Mo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following the chemical analysis, the samples were prepared for a microhardness analysis and tensile-strength test on CNC lathes. For the tensile tests, five samples were manufactured for each variant, 40 in total, in line with the TS EN ISO 6892-1 standard. A Dartec 25-ton-capacity universal tensile test bench was used for the tensile tests. These tests were carried out at room temperature, with a 3-N preload at a speed of 5 mm/min.

In order to analyse the impacts of the austempering process, the process of holding in liquid nitrogen, the cryogenic process and the tempering process on the mechanical properties of the SAE 4140 steel, eight different variants were produced in each step. These variants are given in Table 2.

For the austempering process, the samples were held at 850 °C for 185 min and subjected to a hardening process cooling them down at 80 °C in oil. After the hardening process, the tempering process was applied at 230 °C for 60 min.

During the experiments conducted as part of the study, a cryogenic-process system based on PLC controlled direct cooling was used. The temperature of Variants 3, 6 and 8 was reduced from ambient temperature to −140 °C at an average speed of 2 °C/min to apply the cryogenic process and they were kept at that temperature for 24 h. After 24 h, the temperature was allowed to rise to ambient temperature again at an average speed of 2 °C/min. During the process of holding in liquid nitrogen, the cooling period of the samples was recorded in 30-sec intervals by means of a FLUKE 51-II model thermometer and FLUKE T-type thermocouple.

| Table 2: Heat-treatment methods applied and variants produced |
|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|
| **Raw (R)** | **Austempering (A)** | **Process of holding in liquid nitrogen (HPLN)** | **Cryogenic process (CP)** | **Tempering (TE)** |
| Variant 1 | ✓ | | | |
| Variant 2 | | ✓ | | |
| Variant 3 | | | ✓ | |
| Variant 4 | | ✓ | ✓ | |
| Variant 5 | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | |
| Variant 6 | ✓ | | ✓ | |
| Variant 7 | ✓ | ✓ | | |
| Variant 8 | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | |

The temperature of Variants 2, 5 and 7 was reduced from ambient temperature to −196 °C at an average speed of 1.5 °C/min to apply the process of holding in liquid nitrogen and the samples were kept at this temperature for 24 h. At the end of 24 h, the temperature was allowed to rise to ambient temperature again at the average speed of 1.5 °C/min.

Microhardness measurements were made on a DuraScan computer-controlled Vickers-microhardness measuring device. The measurements were made in inter-
vals using 1-kg loads and a dimond, square-pyramid tip with an apex angle of 136°.

XRD analyses of the variants were made using radiation Cu-Kα (λ = 1.5418 nm) on a computer-controlled, Broker D8 advance-model powder diffractometer. The measurements were taken at a scanning speed of 2°/min and at intervals of 2θ = 10° to 90°. The analyses of the peaks obtained from these patterns were compared to the data of the International Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD).

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It was confirmed that when the process of holding in liquid nitrogen or the cryogenic process are applied individually, they have no significant effect on the raw material. Therefore, the values obtained for Variants 1, 2 and 3 relating to the tensile strength, toughness resistance and microhardness did not surpass the initial conditions. The process of holding in liquid nitrogen provided a certain level of improvement of the austempered samples. However, the principal effective results were obtained as a result of the cryogenic process and additional tempering applied after the austempering process. Hence, it was confirmed that the cryogenic process was effective provided that it was applied after the austempering process. Studies reported on in the literature corroborate this phenomena. Researchers remarked that the cryogenic process is a supplementary process applied after the conventional heat treatment and not a process that could replace heat treatment.²⁰

3.1 Microhardness measurements

With the purpose to investigate the effects of the HPLN and CP on the change in the hardness of the SAE 4140 steel, microhardness measurements were made. Using the Vickers-hardness measuring methods, a total of 103 hardness measurements were taken, that is 13 measurements for each sample in the directions and intervals shown in Figure 1. The average hardness values calculated for each variant in each direction are given in Table 3.

It was seen that the HPLN or CP applied onto the raw SAE 4140 steel had no significant effect in terms of hardness. The microhardness values obtained with the purpose to individually analyse the effects of the processes applied onto the samples after austempering were (589, 587, 588 and 600) for Variants 5, 6, 7 and 8, respectively. As it is obvious from the percentages of the changes given, no significant increase was noticed for the variants, apart from Variant 8. These obtained values are higher than the hardness value of the SAE 4140 steel, to which no austempering was applied and which cooled down in a furnace, air or oil after the austempering at a temperature of 840 °C.²¹,²²

It is known that the distribution characteristics, dimensions, quantity and inter-particle distances of the austenite and martensite in the structure of steel affect the mechanical properties of the material. The graph from Figure 2 was obtained as a result of the martensite volume ratio analyses conducted in accordance with the ASTM E562-02 standard using the microstructure pictures given in Figure 1. It was confirmed that the residual austenite was converted into martensite in certain ratios in all the samples, onto which the PSLN or CP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microhardness N/mm²</th>
<th>Var 1: R</th>
<th>Var 2: HPLN</th>
<th>Var 3: CP</th>
<th>Var 4: A</th>
<th>Var 5: A+HPLN</th>
<th>Var 6: A+CP</th>
<th>Var 7: A+HPLN+TE</th>
<th>Var 8: A+CP+TE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Microstructure images depending on the processes applied to the variants
were applied after austempering. The increase in the volume during the conversion of the residual austenite into martensite causes deformation of the martensite and dislocations in the structure, associated with the deformation resulting from this increase in the volume, form nucleation zones for thin carbides that are deposited by the tempering applied after the cryogenic treatment (Figure 2). At the same time, it is believed that some of the effects caused by the carbide decomposition that occurs during the cryogenic process or the changes in the carburized layer within the structure cause partial changes in the hardness.

It is known that austempering and the increase in the hardness occurring with the tempering applied after austempering increases the wear resistance. Therefore, it is thought that the HPLN and CP processes applied after austempering and increasing the hardness values would cause the wear resistance to get even higher.

3.2 Tensile strength

It was seen that the tensile strength of Variant 1, which was not treated with the purpose to investigate the effects of the HPLN and CP on the SAE 4140 steel in terms of tensile strength, was relatively higher than the values of Variants 2 and 3. The largest increase in the tensile strength during the studies conducted with the purpose to reveal the effects of the HPLN and CP applied after the austempering was noticed for Variant 8 (Table 4). This was followed by Variant 7.

In order to analyse the effects of the HPLN and CP on the raw SAE 4140 in terms of tensile strength, the percentages of the changes in the tensile strength calculated with reference to Variant 1, onto which no processes were applied, were calculated to be −0.69 % and −1.31 % for Variants 2 and 3, respectively. However, to demonstrate the effects of the HPLN and CP for the cases when they were applied after the treatment process, the percentages of the changes in the tensile strength were calculated with reference to Variant 4, which had been treated. The changes in the percentages calculated for Variants 5, 6, 7 and 8 were calculated to be (−0.32, 0.05, 0.69 and 3.49) %, respectively. As can be understood from these percentage-change values, the highest increase in the tensile strength occurred for Variant 8, amounting to 3.49 %. This was followed by Variant 7 with 0.69 %.

3.3 Toughness

Toughness data was calculated with the help of Equation (1) based on the results of the tensile-strength test:

\[ \int_{0}^{\infty} \sigma \cdot d\varepsilon \] (1)

Based on the average toughness calculated from the toughness values given in Table 5, we can say that the toughness-resistance values for Variants 1, 2 and 3 are very similar, while the values obtained for Variants 4, 5, 6 and 7 are higher. The highest toughness value was obtained for Variant 8.

An increase in the toughness of the samples subjected to the holding process in liquid nitrogen amounted only to an average ratio of 6.33 %, and an average ratio of 22.76 % was recorded for the samples subjected to the cryogenic process. The most significant reason for this high performance of the CP compared to the HPLN in terms of an increase in the toughness is the fact that the cryogenic process ensures a more stable structure by helping to remove the stresses from the material structure through a linear temperature change. On the other hand, for the HPLN, it is not possible to find a fully linear behaviour when the temperature is on a decrease or on an increase back to ambient temperature.

3.4 XRD analysis

The patterns obtained through the XRD analyses conducted to investigate the effects of the HPLN and CP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4: Tensile-strenght data (R: raw, HPLN: holding process in liquid nitrogen, CP: cryogenic process, A: austempering, TE: tempering)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5: Toughness data (R: raw, HPLN: holding process in liquid nitrogen, CP: cryogenic process, A: austempering, TE: tempering)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toughness N/mm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
on the SAE 4140 steel are given in Figure 3. The phase of the treated layer was analyzed with XRD, using Cu-K\textsubscript{α} radiation. A diffractometer with radiation with a wavelength of 0.15418 nm having a nickel filter, equipped with an X-ray generator was used. Figure 3 shows the XRDs of the samples evaluated through an X-ray study of diffraction patterns by means of a software database of JCPDS (Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards). The XRD analysis represents almost entirely the a-phase (Fe-BCC).

The crystallite sizes of the prepared samples were calculated using the Scherrer equation (Equation 2)\textsuperscript{27} where \( L_{hkl} \) is the size of crystallite, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the x-ray source used, \( \beta \) is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the peaks of the x-ray patterns, and \( \theta \) is the peak angle:

\[
L_{hkl} = \frac{0.9\lambda}{\beta \cos \theta}
\]  

Crystallite sizes provide information on the quality of crystallites and are inversely proportional to the full width half maximum of diffraction peaks obtained with XRD. A diffraction peak, being rather narrow, makes the crystallite size bigger and this demonstrates that the crystallite has a quality structure.\textsuperscript{28} When the data from Table 6 and Figure 4 is analysed, it is seen that the HPLN and CP applied onto the samples decrease the sizes of the crystallines.

**4 CONCLUSIONS**

As part of the study, effects of the process of holding in liquid nitrogen and conventional cryogenic process on the hardness, tensile strength and toughness of the SAE 4140 steel were analysed and compared to one another. The following findings were obtained:

- It was seen that applying only the HPLN and CP on the raw SAE 4140 steel had no effect on the toughness, microhardness and tensile strength of the material.

- HPLN and CP processes caused the tensile strength to partially decrease compared to that of the raw material, and the HPLN and CP applied after austempering had the same effect compared to the samples that underwent austempering only. However, when tempering was applied after austempering + HPLN or austempering + CP, it caused the tensile strength to increase. It is thought that the tempering applied as the last process removes the stress from the structure and consequently increases the tensile strength.

- Austempering, the CP and HPLN applied after the austempering and tempering processes caused crystalline sizes to decrease (Figure 4). The reason for the increase in the hardness, tensile strength and toughness resistance may also be explained with the decrease in crystalline sizes.

- The best performance in terms of tensile strength was found for Variant 8, which underwent austempering + CP + tempering. This variant was followed by Variant 7, which underwent austempering + HPLN + tempering.

- It is thought that the HPLN and CP cause the average crystalline sizes to decrease; therefore, they cause the force of gravity between the atoms and increase the toughness resistance and tensile strength.

- The process of holding in liquid nitrogen drew near to the conventional cryogenic process by:
  a) 99.40 % in the concentric performance,
  b) 98.49 % in the tensile-strength performance,
  c) 27.81 % in the toughness performance,
  d) 52.22 % in the hardness performance.
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